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Lebron “King” James
By Jacob S.
Do you like famous basketball
stars? If you do this is the right
article for you.
LeBron James was born five
days after Christmas, in 1984 ,to
16-year-old Gloria James. When
LeBron was three years old he
got a child sized basketball hoop
for his birthday. His mom raised
the hoop as high as it would go,
and instead of running up to do a
layup he dunked it instead!
When he was in elementary
school he moved to twelve different houses and twelve different
schools in twelve months! How
would you feel having to make
new friends every month?
James was selected first overall
in the 2003 NBA draft by the
Cleveland Cavaliers. During
LeBron’s first professional game
he scored 25 points and during a
game deep in the season he recorded a season-high 41 points,
becoming the youngest ever to
score 40 or more points in one
game.

Siamese Cats
By: Joey R.
If you are looking for a cat
read this article about the Siamese
cat! The Siamese cat became one of
the most popular breeds in Europe
and North America. The Siamese cat
has blue diamond shaped eyes, and a
triangular shaped head. They also have
large ears, a slender muscular body,

LeBron has been playing in the NBA for thirteen years. His first seven seasons he played for
the Cleveland Cavaliers, for his next four seasons
he played for the Miami Heat and won two NBA
Championships! At the end of the last season his
contract was up and he decided to return to the
Cavaliers.
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and a variation of fur color (mostly
white with a little bit of black). Siamese often play the game of fetch.
They enjoy company from other
cats. Siamese cats seek human interaction and are playful into adulthood. They are social, intelligent
and very playful. They are also gentle with little kids. The Siamese cat
is one of the oldest breeds of cats.
They live up to 15 years old and

Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of
NIMH
By: Madison B.
If you have some free time and
you don’t want to waste it, start a
great book, Mrs. Frisby and the Rats
of NIMH. Some of the most important characters are; Mrs.
Frisby, Timothy Frisby, Cynthia
Frisby, Martin Frisby, and Teresa
Frisby. Here’s a “book trailer” for
you; One of Mrs. Frisby’s children,
Timothy, falls ill and she needs to
do what she can to save him. She
learns new things, meets new animals, and goes on a crazy adventure!
I recommend this book highly. I
recommend it because it’s kidfriendly and animal-friendly. I suggest this book to people who like
books that are full of adventure. If
you like this book, you may want
to read other books in the series.
The books and their authors are;
Racso and the Rats of NIMH by Jane
Leslie Conley, Robert’s daughter and R-T,
Margaret, and the Rat of NIMH byJane
Leslie Conley and Leonard B. Lubin, the
illustrator. If you read this book I hope
you enjoy it as much as I do! Why
wouldn’t you?

they rarely shed. If you are looking for a friendly,
smart, and playful cat? Please think about the
SIAMESE CAT!

Image taken from: www.catoninetail.com/
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James Rodriguez
By: Ryan M.

Bethany Hamilton
By Eva S.

James Rodriguez, is a Colombian soccer player for
Spanish League champions, Real Madrid Club de Fútbol and the Colombian National Team. His career started when Envigado of Argentina picked him. Soon, he was turned over to Banfield (Argentina).
He went to Porto (Portugal) on July 6, 2010. On May 24, 2013, James
was traded over to AS Monaco for 45 million Euros! He was a big
hit. James finally scored his first goal for the team off a free kick shot
against Rennes FC. Rodriguez again scored in the next game against
Nice (Nee-se) in the 4th minute. After a game in the 2014 World
Cup Brazil, he stated it was his life’s dream to play for Real Madrid
CF. With the huge tournament ending, James signed a contract with
Madrid on July 22, 2014 for €80 million. This was the 4th most expensive trade in history of FIFA. It was Real Madrid’s 3rd most expensive transfer.
On June 2, 2014, news came that James made the twenty-three
man squad for the World Cup. On June 28, against the Uruguayans,
he scored one of the best World Cup goals in history. He opened
the scoring by volleying a left-footed shot off his chest. Uruguay's
head coach, Oscar Tabarez, praised him and said he was the best
player of the 2014 World Cup. At the end of the tournament, Colombia got knocked out of the Quarter Finals by powerhouse, Brazil.
Brazil, without Neymar and Thiago Silva the next match, suffered a
poor 7-1 defeat against Germany. The Germans went on to win the
trophy.
James is married to Daniela Ospina. She is the sister of
David Ospina, James’ goalkeeper teammate.
Even though James Rodriguez might not be the best soccer
player, he definitely is a great one.

Bethany Hamilton is a surfer who
got attacked by a shark when she was
thirteen years old on Halloween 2003.
Her full name is Bethany Meilani Hamilton. She was born on Feb 8, 1990. Her
parents basically put her on a board
before she could walk. She’s a pro
surfer now and surfs every day. Her
parents are Thomas and Cherilyn Hamilton. Her brothers are Noah who is 8
years older than Bethany and Timothy
who’s 4 years older. Bethany got married on Sunday, August 18th, 2013 to
Adam Dirks. Bethany is pregnant with a
baby .Her best friend is Alana Blanchard
and she was with her at the shark attack. She's known her forever and they
still are best friends. She is also on a
show called the Amazing Race, Kid’s
Choice Awards, and a movie called Dolphin tail 2 Look for more about Bethany
Hamilton on Bethany’s blog!!!

Image taken from: http://www.tribute.ca/

Cats
By Abigail S.
Cats can get really cute. Dogs hate cats. Cats take tongue baths because they hate water. Sometimes they love
to catch mice, birds, and rodents. Some cats don’t have fur. Some cats can scratch you and bite you. When cats put up
their tails it means they are happy. When cats tails are down it means they are sad. When cats are hungry they meow
and follow you. I know about the Siamese cat. The Siamese cat can just be black grey and white, my cat is just white.
Cats don’t just go to the bathroom like dogs; they look for their litter box. Cats dig a little hole then go bathroom in
the hole. Cats sleep by curling into a fluff ball and they sometimes lay on their stomach and sometimes lie like people.
Cats can be farm animal. Sometimes they live on farms to scare away mice.
Cats have more muscles than us. Cats are faster, more easy to play with, and smaller than us. Cats have longer tails
than dogs. Cats use their tails to balance. Although, some cats don`t have any tails. Cats eat fish and drink milk. Sometimes cats chase their own tails. Cats can be black, white, orange, grey, and brown. Cats LOVE to be rubbed on the
chin. They do not like to be rubbed on their belly; they will scratch you or bite you. That`s almost all I know about
cats!!!!!!!!!!!
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Deforestation
By: Kate Q. and Kacey C.

Tiger
By: Nakul R.

Deforestation is when forests are cut down
or cleared. If the rainforest was 8 slices of pizza only
1 slice of the forests are left. Deforestation also
means animals such as bears, lions, monkeys and
many other animals lose their home. Many plants lose
their homes, to be specific, more than 3 billon to 6
billon trees are cut down each year. Deforestation is
a forever lasting damage to plants and animals habitats. The highest deforestations are in Philippines,
Ghana, Napal, North Korea, Indonesia, Benin, Ecuador and Honduras. Trees are being cut down using
axes, fire, chainsaws and using machinery. The people
cutting down the trees are using them as fuel or land
for pastures and farmland. Deforestation has a bad
impact.. You can help stop deforestation by going
green.

ROAR!!! The tiger is the biggest cat in the world.
Its scientific name is Panthera Tigris. Tigers have orange skin
with black stripes. They can grow up to 11.5 feet long and
675 pounds in the wild! Tigers are not picky eaters; their
prey varies from termites to baby elephants! Unlike other
cats tigers love water. Tigers once ranged across Asia from
Turkey to Russia. But now, about 100 years later, they have
lost 93% of their historic range. Today they range from the
Siberian tundra to grasslands to tropical swamps. Usually
where tigers live there are trees, bushes and clumps of tall
grass. They shade tigers from the harsh sun. The six remaining tiger species which are the Bengal tiger, the Indochinese
tiger, the Malayan tiger, the Siberian tiger, the South Chinese tiger, and the Sumatran tiger have all been classified as
endangered species. Tigers are amazing animals that need
help. Now that you know some facts about the tiger you
can help save these fascinating creatures.
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The Big Bang
By Zachary R.

The Solar System

The Big Bang happened
13.7million years ago. Before
time there was one very big
ball of energy and it was the
only thing ever and then it exploded. About 1 million years
after that time the heat died
down to 3000 degrees Kelvin.
Then the universe formed. It
was amazing how the universe
formed because it was so big
and it was actually a thing and
before that it was basically
nothing. I hope you like the
story of the Big Bang.

Did you know the sun is
93 million miles away from the
Earth or 145 million kilometers
from the Earth? The moon is only
239 thousand miles away from the
earth. Mercury and Venus don’t
have moons or a moon. Did you
know the sun is about
1,495,978,707 kilometers away
from the moon? There are so
many amazing facts about our solar system. Read a book or explore the Internet for more information, you will be amazed.

Giant’s Causeway
By Kylie K.

By Tyler S.
The Giant’s Causeway is interlocking rocks
from volcanic eruptions. The Giant’s Causeway
was created about 50,000,000 to 60,000,000
years ago. It’s located in Northern Ireland in a
county called Antrim. Legend says that a giant
named Fionn MacCumhail (or Finn MacCool)
created the Giant’s Causeway as a walking
path. Most of the columns have six sides. Also
there’s a gift shop there you might want to
see. So now you know a little about the Giant’s Causeway. And you may want to see it
one day.
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City of Ember
By Ava K.

Do you like books with adventure? Excitement? Drama? Awesome plot twists? Then read the
book, The City of Ember!
In an underground city
called Ember, the light doesn’t
come from the sun. The lights
are hung all over Ember, but
they are slowly dying. Lina Mayfleet and Doon Harrow are two
teens in this city. When assignment day comes around, the
students at the school have to
pick a job from a bag. Lina picks
the job that Doon wants, and
Doon picks the job that Lina
wants. Doon asks Lina to trade
jobs so he could try and fix the
generator, the machine that
keeps the lights working in Ember.
A blackout soon occurs
and it was a long one. Doon
decides that there is no way to
fix the generator and Lina stumbles upon a way to escape Ember. But her little sister, Poppy,
chewed up some of the words!
Lina and Doon try to find out
what the words mean and go on
a quest to find the escape to
Ember. Will they escape? What
about the other members of

Silverwing
By Dylan B.
Do you love fantasy? Then read the
book Silverwing by Kenneth Oppel.
This book is about Shade, a young runty
Silverwing bat, who is blown out to sea
during migration. He soon meets Marina, a banded Brightwing bat who was
banished from her colony. Together the
companions try to reach Shade’s family,
going on fabulous adventures in the

Ember?
I think the book is great
because
1. It was full of adventure and
excitement.
2. The author did a great job
adding mystery.
3. There was a good balance
between tragedy and no tragedy.
There are actually three other
books in the series, The People
of Sparks, The Prophet of Yonwood, and The Diamond of
Darkhold. All of these are great
books, but I suggest reading the
first book first or the other
books may be confusing.
The first book of the series was
published in 2003. A movie of
the first book was released in
2009. I suggest this book for
other kids because it has a great
plot and if you need a good
story, this is a great suggestion!
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The Iditarod
By: Chelsea S. and Disha M.
Have you ever heard about the Iditarod? If no this will tell you more about the
Iditarod! They had a dog sled relay they called
it the...Iditarod! Balto was in the relay, he is one
of the famous dogs. Here is his tale longer than
an elephant’s trunk!
The Iditarod happened because a town in Nome
Alaska had a sickness named diphtheria. The
doctors did not have the medicine they needed.
So they needed to get the medicine so he told
people that they needed the dog sled team to
get the medicine. When they announced it a
man named Gunner decided to be in it. His
team’s lead dog was Balto. When the relay
reached Gunner, he quickly put the package on
the sled and set off with his team! While they
were crossing ice the sled tipped over and the
package was GONE! But luckily Gunner found
it and put it back on the sled . Gunner and his
team were almost there but there was a blizzard. So Gunner didn’t know if they were on
the right track. But later they saw a town it
was Point Safety (their stop)! They didn’t know
if anybody was in there because the lights were
out but they kept going. Later they reached the
town in Nome, Alaska. The doctor saw that he
and his team were here! The doctor congratulated them for being there five and a half days
early. Gunner said it wasn’t me it was Balto!
Since the Iditarod was so important, people
decided to have a race on March 7th every year.
Later Balto sadly died on March 14th 1933.

Image taken from
en.wikipedia.org

process. These adventures range from
getting captured by rats to seeing bats
turn into humans and much, much more.
On the way Shade and Marina meet Goth
and Throbb, two cannibal bats who plan
to eat them, leaving them fighting for survival. Will they make it to Shade’s home?
Or get eaten by Goth and Throbb before
they get home? Read to find out! I loved
the book because it was exciting, suspenseful, and always left me guessing. I’d
definitely recommend this book to anyone
who didn’t know what to read or didn’t

have anything to do. This book is an absolute
FIVE
STARS!

Image taken from: www.amazon.com
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Dolphins
By: Allison M. and Kylie K.
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Dolphins use echolocation to find their way. Dolphins
have blowholes on top of their
heads to breath. Thanks for reading this information.

Do you want to learn about
dolphins? Well, read this!
Dolphins are very intelligent,
and they love to be around humans.
Dolphins are meat eaters. That
means they eat meat such as fish. Did
you know that Orcas are a type of
dolphin? Well now you know! The
bottle nose dolphin is the most common type of dolphin. Female dolphins
are called cows, young dolphins are
called calves, and male dolphins are
called bulls. Dolphins live in schools of
12. Dolphins have great hearing and
eyesight. Dolphins communicate by
clicking whistling and much more.

Image taken from :
http://www.imms.org
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Iggy Azalea
By: Lilly O. & Eva S.
Have you ever heard of the rapper and
model Iggy Azalea? Iggy Azalea was
born on June 7th 1990. Her real name
was Amethyst Amelia Kelly. Iggy grew
up in Mullumbimby, New South Whales
although she was born in Sydney, Australia. Iggy is a rapper and a model. Here
are some songs that she sings; Fancy,
Problem, Black Widow, Change Your
Life, Work and Bounce. She traveled to
the U.S.A in 2006. Iggy has two albums
released. One album was released in
2015. She was on Saturday Night Live in
2014. Iggy was in a movie in 2015 called
Furious 7. These are just some facts,
there is more to learn about the famous
and awesome rapper/model Iggy Azalea!
To
see
more
facts
go
to
http://www.iggyazalea.com/

Bored? Visit Norway!
By: Morgan A. and Anabelle A.
Have you ever thought about planning a family vacation to Norway? You might want to after reading this article.
Norway is a beautiful place with many, many features that we bet you have never seen before. Norway has charming land and
attractions for everyone. Read on to learn exactly why this country is so amazing.
Along with the cool present day events, Norway’s history is also fascinating. You have probably heard of the Vikings, right?
The Vikings originated in Norway! The Vikings were technically pirates who were not only warriors, but skilled craftsmen,
traders, and administrators. They often told sagas, long and dramatic stories. Vikings were experts in water transportation. One type of boat that Vikings often used was the longboat. Longboats were designed to be lightweight and built for
speed. They can even change direction without turning! The Vikings were incredibly cunning and courageous, allowing
them to easily conquer land. Speaking of land, the Vikings founded what are today Normandy, France and Dublin, Ireland.
Today, you can go to the Lofotr Viking Museum to discover more about the Vikings.
Norway has an endless amount of activities for you. You can ski, fish, hike, sail, and even go mountain climbing!
The varied landscape allows you to do all of these fun activities. Speaking of landscapes, Norway is very famous for its
beautiful fjords. A fjord is a narrow, deep inlet of the sea between high cliffs. The view is spectacular! Some cities to visit
include Oslo, Bergen, and Lillehammer. These cities are some of the most amazing in Europe. If you ever wanted to visit
Norway, you definitely should.
Norway has some of the most amazing wildlife the world has to offer. These amazing creatures vary from foxes to whales.
You can find these exquisite creatures in the vast forests and fjords of Norway. Norway’s climate and resources make this
a perfect environment for these animals. There are services in Norway (like whale watching) to see Norway’s creatures in
their natural habitats.
As you can see, Norway has many fun adventures for all. There are ways to explore the past as well as live in the future
with Norway’s endless list of activities. Who knew a land of ice and snow could contain so many beautiful wilds? From the
vast fjords to stunning mountain views, Norway is the perfect getaway spot. If you are bored, visit Norway because you
know you want to.
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Edgar Allan Poe
By Libby F.
Have you ever heard of the
famous poet Edgar Allan Poe?
He was one of the most famous journalists, short story
writers, and poet. He was born
in Boston Massachusetts on
January 19th, 1809 and died
October 7th, 1849. Some of his
Famous poems are: Alone, A
Dream within a Dream, Song,
The City in the Sea, and A Valentine.
In 1845, his best known poem
was The Raven. When Edgar
was a young boy, he was sent
to live with a foster family in
Richmond Vermont, the Allans.
His name was originally Edgar

Poe, but due to his mother’s death on
December 8th 1811, and when his
father abandoned him, and because
spent most of his life with the Allans,
he changed his middle name to Allan.
When Poe graduated, he went to the
army right after he wrote his first
book called Tamerlane and Other Poems.
As you can see, Edgar Allan Poe is
a great poet and author! Learn more
about this famous poet at
www.biography.com and
www.Wipikidia.com!

Image taken from www.poets.org

Tom Brady
By Allison M.

Harp Seals
By Dylan B.

Do you want to learn about Tom
Brady? Well read this!
Tom Brady was born August 3,
1977. He was born in San Mateo,
CA. Brady is Polish, Irish, Swedish
and Norwegian. Brady plays for the
Patriots, he is number 12. His
height is 6 ft. 4 inches (1.93m). His
weight is 225 lbs (102 kg). Brady
went to school in San Mateo, CA
and Juniper Serra high school and
went to college at Michigan University. He also went to St. Gregory’s
Elementary School. Brady was also
an altar boy. When Brady was in
college he played baseball and football. Brady was MVP for Super
Bowls 36 and 49! Brady started
playing for the Pats in 2000. Brady’s
roster status says he is active.
Brady won 4 Super Bowls and he
has been to 6 Super Bowls! Tom
Brady has 3 kids.
To remind you, the Pats won
the Super Bowl 49! So now you
know about Tom Brady.

The harp seal’s (or saddleback
seal’s) scientific name is Pagophilus
Groenlandicus, which means “ice-lover
from Greenland.” Its habitat ranges
from the North Atlantic Ocean to the
Arctic Ocean. An adult harp seal is
usually 220 to 320 pounds, and is on
average 4 ½ to 6 ½ feet long! That’s
pretty big! These seals have a long list
of food they eat. They eat Polar cod,
capelin, herring, halibut, small crabs,
and shrimp.
Harp seals live to be about 35
years, if they’re lucky enough to
survive. People are hunting these
defenseless seals for their fur and
meat. The saddest part is that 95%
of the seals hunted are 3 weeks to
3 months old, because that is when
their fur is white and beautiful. If
people aren’t careful, we could lose
the entire species of this seal. WE
NEED TO ACT NOW!!! Please
write or email the government that
you would like this to stop!
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Malcom Butler
By: Nakul R. and Dylan B.
Who was the Patriots rookie cornerback
that made a game-saving interception in
this year’s Super Bowl that secured victory for the Pats? Answer: Malcolm Butler!
Malcolm Terel Butler was born on
March 2nd, 1990 in Vicksburg, Mississippi.
He has 4 siblings. In 2009, Butler graduated from Vicksburg High School. He went
to Hinds Community College, and had
only 22 tackles and 1 interception. Butler
was kicked off the team after the 5th game
of the season. He worked at Popeye’s for
a part time job after he got kicked out of
school.
He was invited back on the team in
2011. Then, in 2012, Malcolm was enrolled
into the University of West Alabama. He
specialized in physical education. Next
year he was named Beyond Sports Network after making a total of 45 tackles, 2
interceptions, and 1 blocked field goal.
That is pretty good for a 2nd year player!
And finally, on May 19th, 2014, Malcolm Butler joined the New England Patriots. In Super Bowl XLIX, he contributed
late in the game but it was big! At one
point he was covering Seattle Seahawks
wide receiver Jermaine Kearse when quarterback Russell Wilson threw a long ball
down the sideline to Kearse. Butler tipped
the ball but Kearse juggled the ball and
made an unbelievable catch. Then, a few
plays later, with 20 seconds left in the
game Malcolm Butler made a game clinching interception. He came out of nowhere
and jumped right in front of Ricardo Lockette and fell out of the end zone. That was
the game saver. Quarterback Tom Brady
was the super bowl MVP or most valuable
player and got a truck which he gave to
Butler.
Malcolm Butler may not be the best cornerback in the NFL, but he certainly is a
game changer!
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Endangered Elephants
By: Libby F. and Madison
B.
If you want to help save Elephants
and learn about them, READ THIS!
IT IS IMPORTANT!
Elephants are endangered due to
poaching and people taking their
tusks, (Ivory). Elephants have been
endangered for many, many years.
Their habitats have been getting
destroyed because of people building and settling. Some ways to help:
Adopt an Elephant (you don’t specifically OWN the elephant at your
house, you buy or pay for it
monthly to live in a wildlife habitat)
and Reuse your ivory products.
Sure cats can purr, but did you
know Elephants can too? Elephants
are in a way like humans; they play,
laugh and can do many more human

The Adorable Red Panda
By Kacey C.

The red panda is commonly
mistaken as a bear but is in fact closer
related to the raccoon then to the
giant panda. It was named red because
of its coloring and panda because
panda means bamboo eater. The red
panda lives in the cloud forest of
Southern China, Asia. The red panda
is about 25 inches tall. It the size of a
house cat they weigh in-between
seven and fourteen pounds. The red
panda is a mix of red and white and
they have a red bushy tail they use to
keep themselves warm in the cold
cloud forests. The red panda in captivity can live up to fourteen years in the
wild they live seven to eight years.
When a red panda is a year or older
the red panda is ready to mate. There
is one to four red panda in a litter of
red panda. Sadly the red panda is
listed on the endangered species list.
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like things! If elephant poaching continues for less than thirty years then
they’ll be EXTINCT!
You should help and learn more about
these amazing and large land animals!
Learn more on
www.animalwildlife.com about Elephants!

Image taken from: animals.nationalgeographic.com

They are losing their homes in the
cloud forest to deforestation. Luckily
the red panda is being helped. The
red panda is protected where it lives.
I hope it will make a big amazing
comeback. Personally I think the red
panda is one cool adorable creature!
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The Sacrifice
Story by: Kathleen Benner
Duble
By: Lilly O.
Have you ever heard of the
book The Sacrifice in Salem Witch
Trials in Massachusetts? The writer of
this book is Abby’s great great great
great great great grand-daughter. And
this book is a true story! You might
get board in the beginning and a little
bit in the end but the main part of the
story or the middle of the story has a
lot of suspense and it’s a little scary. It
is about Salem witch trials and how
Abigail Faulkner got accused for being
a witch and went to jail and got separated from her family till trial to see if
she was a witch or not. In jail there
was her and her sister and her aunt. It
was a very hard time in jail for Abby
she had no fresh clothes and not
enough food and drinking water. And
when she would go to sleep rats
would come in and scatter around the
floor. During the trial everyone had
very mixed emotions. And I don’t
want to give away too much but if you
want to get this book you could go to
your local library or buy it on Amazon.

Image taken from
www.worldwildife.org
Image taken from
www.goodreads.com
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My Little Pony
By Ava K.

Have you ever seen a young kid toy become loved by adults? If so, what’s the name? If you answered My Little Pony,
or MLP, you’ve guessed one of them!
MLP in the most recent generation are figures with smooth hair. They come in many different sets and some
are much different from others. There are also smaller Blind Bag figures. Each comes in different bags with a surprise
pony inside. There are also sets that come with a few actual visible “mini ponies”.
Now let’s talk MLP generation. There’s the first one, or G1. I think this generation is a little unknown. Although
there was a quite popular TV show back then. Anyway, then there’s G2. These MLP had a bit of a design change.
Then, there is G3. They are similar to G2, but they have main characters. The main characters of this series were
Pinkie Pie, Rainbow Dash, Cheerilee, Scootaloo, Sweetie Belle, and Star Song. Then there’s G3.5, which is a bit the
same as G3, but the designs are changed and look a bit cuter. Last but not least, G4. This is the generation that
probably brought the most MLP fans. Some of the main characters were switched, but all got brand new designs. The
new characters, known as the Mane Six, are Twilight Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, Applejack, Rarity, Fluttershy, and
Pinkie Pie. The series still brought back the old characters, just not as main characters, although a couple episodes
zoom in on Scootaloo and Sweetie Belle, both former main characters, but as small fillies with their friend Apple
Bloom.
This series attracted many male and female fans. The male MLP fans are usually known as Bronies (a mix of Bro and
Pony,), and the female fans, Pegasisters (mix of Pegasus and Sister). A convention, known as BronyCon, for the
older fans of the show, (although younger fans are probably allowed too) is held in a different spot in the U.S.A. each
year. In 2015, it will be held in Baltimore, Maryland.
There have been a couple of non-main characters that are very popular. Some are Lyra Heartstrings, Bon
Bon, who is Lyra’s best friend, Dr. Hooves, (this one is famous because it seems to be related to Doctor Who) And
Derpy. In the toys, Derpy’s name is replaced with a muffin, because she is famous for her love of them.
There has also been lots of hidden references, such as this one: In one of the most recent episodes, a clone of Pinkie
makes a face similar to a G3 pony. Another episode had a Wizard of Oz reference, because one of the characters
appeared in a big pink bubble like the Good Witch of the North.
Now that you know about the show itself, I’m going to talk about the characters. Each pony in the Mane Six
has an Element of Harmony:
Twilight is the ruler, Princess Celestia’s student. In the third season, Twilight
earns wings, for she previously only had a horn. She is the element of
Magic.
Rainbow Dash is a fearless tomboy who loves to bust clouds. But
she can be a bit braggy sometimes. She’s my favorite pony. She is the element of Loyalty.
Applejack is a hard working pony that helps run a farm. Rainbow
Dash and Applejack are constantly challenging each other. She is the element of Honesty.
Rarity is a pure fashion lover. Her sister is Sweetie Belle. She is the
element of Generosity.
Fluttershy is a shy animal lover. She is the element of Kindness.
Pinkie Pie is a silly, fun-loving party planner, although she can get
really excited sometimes. She is the element of Laughter.
Well, I think this is enough info for everyone reading this. But if you
would like to know more, a Wikipedia is a good source of information. Bye,
bye, bronies!

Image taken from: http://en.wikipedia.org/

